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Technical Information

100-IC 550
Interior additive

Application:

Interior additive for 100 Line and hardener for 100-MPT

Key Features:

Two additional products; 100-IC 550 Interior additive and 100-IC 660 Interior reducer, permit you to paint
interior areas such as the engine compartment and trunk without having to use any clearcoat or modify
the standard 100 Line application processes. The application process is described in detail at module:
"INTERIOR COLOR PROCESS - 100 LINE".
100-IC 550 is as well used as hardener for 100-MPT. The application process is described in detail at
module: “Glasurit 100-MPT”

Remarks:

Please refer to the Glasurit Know How modules "INTERIOR COLOR PROCESS - 100 Line" and “Glasurit
100-MPT” for further details and information about application processes.

Safety advice:
The products are suitable for professional use only.
It cannot be ruled out that this product contains particles < 0.1 μm.
The data contained in this publication are based on our current knowledge and experience. In view of the many factors that may affect processing and application of our pro
ducts, these data do not relieve processors from carrying out their own investigations and tests; neither do these data imply any guarantee of certain properties, nor the sui
tability of the products for a specific purpose. Any descriptions, drawings, photographs, data, proportions, weights etc. given herein are for general information purpose only;
they may change without prior information and do not constitute the agreed contractual quality of the products (product specification). The latest version supersedes all pre
vious versions. You can obtain the latest version from our website at www.glasurit.com or directly from your sales partner. It is the responsibility of the recipient of our pro
ducts to ensure that any proprietary rights and existing laws and legislation are observed.
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